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I.

STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 

Federal jurisdiction is invoked upon several basis because the matter touches

many phases of the relationships between the U.S. Government [Department of the

Interior], the Native American Indians in general and the Plaintiff Indians who are not

members of the tribe known as the Band of Indians of Table Mountain Rancheria. 

Jurisdiction is invoked pursuant to Article III, §2 of the United States Constitution, 

5 U.S.C. §702, 42 U.S.C. §1983,1 42 U.S.C. §1988, 28 U.S.C. §1343(a)(3) and (4),

28 U.S.C. §1331, and Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of the Federal

Bureau of Narcotics, 403 U.S. 388(1971).

Appellants allege the United States District Court had subject matter

jurisdiction in that Appellants alleged violations of their constitutional, statutory and

common law rights, all of which are actionable in the federal courts as set forth

below. 

5 U.S.C. §702 provides a private cause of action to "[a] person suffering legal

wrong because of agency action, or adversely affected or aggrieved by agency

action."  However, "[a] plaintiff need not establish a private right of action under a

statute before it may sue under the APA." Glacier Park Foundation v. Watt, 663

     1 Hereinafter all references to 42 U.S.C. §1983 will be referred to as "§1983."
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F.2d 882, 885 (9th Cir. 1981); See also California v. Watt, 683 F.2d 1253, 1270 (9th

Cir. 1982) 

In the instant matter, Appellants complain of both legal and equitable wrongs

perpetrated by an agency of the government of the United States, the Department of

the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs and Secretary Salazar as its titular head.  

Further, Article III, §2 of the Constitution vests in the federal courts, “cases

arising under Treaties made, or which shall be made, under their authority.”  The

treaties and laws alleged in both the First and Second Amended Complaints give the

federal court jurisdiction because the complaints arise out of the treaties between the

Indians and the U.S. government (Salazar) and out of the laws enacted by Congress

and implemented by Salazar.  Bivens supra provides jurisdiction in that the

individual Respondents [other than Salazar] conspired with federal actors  who acted

under color of both federal law and state law as well as Indian law.  

Venue is proper in that Appellants are and were residents of the County of

Fresno and further are employed in the County of Fresno and Santa Barbara which is

within the jurisdiction of the United States District Court for the Eastern and Central

Districts of California.
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The jurisdiction of this court is appropriate in that Appellants appeal from a

final decision of the District Court, [Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 77(d)]2

namely, the Decision filed April 20, 2011 (ER 346), an Order filed May 3, 2011 (ER

371), an Order filed on May 3, 2011 (ER 373), a Memorandum Decision filed August

29, 2011 (ER 568), an Order filed August 31, 2011 (ER 594), a Judgment filed on

August 31, 2011 (ER 596), an Order filed on August 31, 2011 (ER 597, a Judgment

filed on August 31, 2011 ((ER 599) and an Order filed September 9, 2011 (ER 601). 

The United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit has jurisdiction to hear

appeals from the United States District Court for the Eastern District of California.

28 U.S.C.  §1294(1)    

A timely notice of appeal  was filed on September 28, 2011 which is within the

statutory period for the filing of an appeal from the district court.(ER 603)

II.

STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED

The issues presented by this appeal are numerous but they all center around the

deprivation of the property rights of the Appellants; the property rights in the Table

Mountain Rancheria Association, which were  bestowed upon Appellants by the 1958

Act.   These property rights' issues are intertwined with other rights collateral to the

      2 Hereinafter any  references to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure will be

referred to as "F.R.Civ.P. Rule."
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property rights and all the rights should be considered in a historical context of the

legislative intent.  The issues generally arise between the U.S. Government (Salazar3)

and the Appellant Indians, between the Government (Salazar);4 and between the

named individual Indian Respondents and Appellants.  The individual Respondents

may argue that any dispute or issue between the Indians themselves must be resolved

by the Tribal Councils; Appellants disagree.  The Courts have held that tribal

membership is solely within the jurisdiction of the Tribal Council but other issues may

be heard by the District Court [The Tribe is not a named Respondent and tribal

membership is not an issue in this matter].

The last issue argued  before the District Court was whether Appellants had

been given proper notice of the 1958 Termination Act and the 1983 Watt Stipulation. 

Appellants argue that the notice was not adequate on either occasion.  The District

Court only inquired into the 1983 notice not the 1958 notice.. 

Indian property rights issues, similar to those in this appeal, have been raised 

for over 200 years and for the most part, each time the issue has been raised, the

federal courts have rejected the claim.  Numerous acts of deprivation of property and

3  Salazar is being sued in his official capacity as Secretary of the Interior and

therefore the U.S. Government.

4  Although the tribe known as the Band of Table Mountain Indians is not a party

to the action, its conduct involves it in the argument.
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property rights have succeeded in depriving these Appellants and their ancestors of

rights bestowed upon them by Indian Law,5 the law imported to this country from the

common law countries and the laws enacted by the United States Government.6  All

three jurisdictions contribute to the heritage of the Indians in the United States of

America.

A central issue in the matter is whether land given to and held by the Table

Mountain Rancheria Association in 1958 under the Termination Act, was unlawfully

transferred by a small select group of Indians (individual Respondents) to the United

States to be held in trust for the personal gain of the individual Respondents, thus

depriving Appellants of their rights in that same property.

Another issue is whether the U.S, Government had and still has a fiduciary duty

to the Indians in so far as the use and benefits [property rights] from that land owned

by the Association which is now being held in trust by the United States for the benefit

of the individual Respondents.

5  If the United States considers the Native American Indians to be a sovereign

nation [or each tribe is a sovereign nation], it must respect the laws of those

sovereign nations.

6 The Supreme Court has held that property rights are created and defined by state

law,[in the matter, California] and they exist in areas more than merely real

property.  Such areas as education, employment, housing and governmental

benefits are considered property rights as well as medicare, medicaid and social

security. 
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Another issue raises the question; can the parties to the Watt Stipulation and the

federal Court waive both subject matter jurisdiction and personal jurisdiction when a

lawsuit is instituted in a United States District Court that had no personal jurisdiction

over the parties to hear the case, and the parties who initiated the action did not own,

occupy or have any legal interest in  the res of the suit.  When the parties to the action

subsequently settled the matter, does that stipulated judgment and settlement have any

force and effect as to third parties especially the owners of the real property in

question? 7

Another issue goes to the matter of the statute of limitations.  Limitations were 

imposed on the Native Americans by the U.S. Government and federal courts which 

supercede limitations periods which have existed for hundreds if not thousands of

years in the Indian community.   Does a two, four or eight year statute of limitations

which has been imposed by the United States, overrule and supercede the limitations

period established by the Native American Indians, who have been declared and have

been given the status of a sovereign nation?  As stated elsewhere in the brief, there is

7  The individual Respondents who were the parties who initiated the Watt action

did not own, occupy or have a legal interest in  the trust land that was the subject

of that lawsuit.  The Table Mountain Rancheria Association owned the land.   The

action was filed in the Northern District instead of the Eastern District for the sole

purpose of hiding the matter from the real parties in interest thus disenfranchising

the people who occupied the land.  The issue is: can that stipulated judgment be

enforced to the detriment of those people who actually owned and lived on the

land. 
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no federal statute of limitations where an Indian and/or Indian tribe is suing to enforce

their property rights. [see  County of Oneida v. Oneida Indian Nation, 470 U.S. 226,

240 (1985)]  

Is a violation of the Watt Stipulation tantamount to a constitutional violation? 

Where an Article 3 federal court imposes the terms and conditions amounting to a

treaty with a sovereign state, the Constitution is involved because the federal court has

been given that jurisdiction in the provisions of Article 3, §2. 

The above are but a few of the many issues raised by this action.  

III.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On August 8, 2010 with the consent of Respondents, Appellants filed a First

Amendment Complaint alleging the Respondents had violated Plaintiff's' constitutional

rights, breached a fiduciary duty and failed to comply with federal statute..(ER 1)  On

November 19, 2010, Respondent Salazar filed a Motion to Dismiss.(ER 16) On

November 22, 2010, the Tribal Respondents filed a Motion to Dismiss.(ER 51) On

December 31, 2010, Appellants filed their Opposition to Salazar Motion.  (ER 292) 

 On January 12, 2011, Appellants filed their Opposition to the Tribal Respondents.

(ER 277)  On February 11, 2011, Salazar filed his reply.(ER 301) and Tribal

Respondents filed their Reply.(ER 316) 
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On April 20, 2011, the Court filed a Memorandum Decision.  (ER 346) 

On May 3, 2011.  the Court filed two separate orders, each granting the Motion of each

separate Respondent.  (ER 371)(ER 373)   On May 5, 2011, Appellants' filed their

Second Amended Complaint  (ER 375) and an appendix (ER 405) On June 1, 2011,

Salazar filed a motion to Dismiss.  (ER 414) On July 11, 2011, the Tribal Respondents,

filed their Opposition.(ER 414) On July 11, 2011, Appellants filed their Opposition

to both Salazar and Tribal Respondents..  (ER 524)   On July 25, 2011, All respondents

filed their replies.  (ER 538)(ER 27) 

On August 8, 2011, the Court issued a minute order directing the parties to

answer a specific question.  (ER    )   On August 1, 2011, the court issued a Notice of

Responsive to Questions posed by the Court.(ER 561) “Was the Secretary in

possession of any documents demonstrating that residents of Table Mountain

Rancheria  were noticed.   On August 4, 2011, Defendant Salazar filed a Response to

the Court's question.(ER 561) and on August 8, 2011, Plaintiffs filed their reply.  (ER

566   On August 29, 2011, the Court filed a Memorandum Decision.(ER 573)  On

August 31, the court issued an Order granting Salazar's Motion to dismiss in addition

to issuing an order granting Tribal Respondents Motion to Dismiss (ER 597) and

Entering Judgment (ER 596)(ER 599)   A timely Notice of appeal was filed on

September 26, 2011.  (ER 603)                                         

IV
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INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT OF THE FACTS

The underlying basis for the crucial arguments in this appeal is found at ER

347:2-9)  

 “In or about 1916.  the United States purchased a parcel of land

vin Fresno County, California and thereafter held this land in trust for the

Table Mountain Band of Indians.  The land became know3n as the Table

mountain Rancheria.  The Rancheria was considered an Indian

reservation and Indian country.  Rancheria residents were recognized as

Indians for purposes of federal law.” 

That paragraph sets forth the unlawful and presumptuous premises for the case and

sets in motion the precedent for a long series of cases condoning such unlawful,

immoral and presumptuous cases.   As a culmination of much violence and hostility,

in 1916, the United States government decided that it was going to purchase numerous

parcels of land around the country, gather together all of the Native American Indians

(hereinafter “Indians8”) and intern those Indians on those reservations.9  

The Government provided little if any infrastructure, barely habitable

substandard housing, scarce substandard healthcare (if at all), and substandard

education (if at all).   While building a national highway system and secondary road

system, dirt roads and pathways were provided to the Indians.  While developing a

8  It ended what was a proud civilization that existed for over a thousand years

until driven into internment camps by their captors. 

9  Not too different from the incarceration into interment camps of the Japanese-

American population in 1941-1942
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public education system, rated second to none, for the general population, virtually no

schools were built on the reservations to educate the Indian children.   The United

States proudly boasts of its healthcare system of highly trained doctors and its state of

the art medical technology, but nobody is rushing to the nearest Indian reservation to

see a doctor or for surgery.  While this country has enjoyed its greatest economic boom

in the history of mankind, Indians were confined to the reservations where 

employment opportunities are scarce if they existed at all.10      

Without reiterating the horrors and humiliations suffered by Japanese-

Americans between 1941 and 1945 and adding to that, the history of the importation

and enslavement of the black population, the United States Government has a long

history of imposing its standards on persons and peoples from other cultures and

countries that it conquers or occupies.11

10  The Johnny Cash song which describes Ira Hayes tells the history very well. 

Hayes was an Indian from the reservation in Oklahoma who could neither read or

write but he joined the U.S. Marines in 1942 to serve his country.  Ira Hayes was

one of those well publicized heroes who fought to liberate the Japanese island of

Iwo Jima and raised the American flag on the island, an event which still stands

out in American history and is memorialized by the statute in Washington D.C.  

Hayes was paraded through the streets of America as a hero.  However, because he

was an illiterate Indian, he was not otherwise permitted to participate in the

American dream.  He died by the side of a road without healthcare and the other

benefits afforded to non-Indians by the WWII G.I. bill of rights.  

11 The term usually associated with this doctrine was “the white man's burden.”  It

was initiated by the British in India and its other colonies.
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The District Court held that Appellants' third cause of action is subject to a two

year statute of limitations and the Appellants' fourth cause of action is subject to a four

year statute of limitations and therefore Appellants' claims are time barred.   The issue

presented to this court is who established those limitations periods that benefit the

government to the detriment of the Indians.  In matters between Indians themselves,

why is the U.S. statute of limitations enforced?  In matters between U.S. persons and

Indians, why are the United States statute of limitations enforced.12    

In 1958, the Congress appointed non-Indian bureaucrats to “help” the Indians

govern themselves rather than permitting the Indians to continue with their own

governmental structure.   It appears the U.S. government nation-building tactics

imposes the notion that the United States' employees of the Department of the Interior

[Bureau of Indian Affairs]  are better equipped to govern Indians than the Indians

themselves. 

The dismissal of this entire matter centers around the failure of the Indians to

file and prosecute claims because the claims were not made in a manner consistent

with United States tort law and in a manner consistent with the statute of limitation

imposed on the Indians by the United States government.   Using the centuries-old

12  Even as to the access to and the  placement of ritual burial grounds, Indians

must comply with U.S. law and are forced to violate their own ritual law.
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Indian tradition and law, the claims of the Appellants were both timely and

procedurally correct.   

V.

SUMMARY OF MATERIAL FACTS

In or around 1916, the United States government purchased a parcel of land

known as Table Moutain Rancheria (hereinafter “Rancheria”) in Fresno County,

California and thereafter held the land in trust for the residents of the Rancheria.  The

land became known as the Table Moutain Rancheria and was considered an Indian

Reservation and “Indian Country.”  Rancheria residents who were Indians, whether

they were members of the Tribe or not, were recognized as Indians for purposes of

federal law.  Tribal membership was not and is not now a pre-requisite to recognition

as an Indian. 

The United States controlled the rancheria lands under the special fiduciary duty

owed by the United States to the Indian people. That fiduciary duty must be exercised

with great care and in accordance with moral obligations of the highest responsibility

and trust, that must be measured by the most exacting fiduciary standards. Smith v.

U.S. 515 F. Supp. 56, 57 (N.D.Cal. 1978)

In 1958, when it was clear that the reservation system merely added to the

deprivations of the Indians and in an effort to allegedly integrate the Indian population
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into mainstream American society and to end discrimination against the Indians in

property ownership, education, healthcare, employment and other areas of American

life,  Congress passed the California Rancheria Termination Act Public Law 85-671,

72 Stats. 619.(hereinafter “CRTA”) and amended the statute in 1964 (P.L. 88-419, 78

Stat.  390).

The CRTA provided a voluntary process by which  Indians who lived on the

Rancheria could decide whether or not to exchange their privileged status under the

1918 trust, for a parcel of land which was part of the reservation.  The Indian would

own that land in fee simple.         

CRTA called for the distribution of rancheria lands and assets to the members

of the Tribe as well as the other residents of the Rancheria.  It called for a plan "for

distributing to individual Indians who resided on the Table Mountain Rancheria,  the

assets of the reservation i.e.  the Rancheria, including the assigned and the unassigned

lands, or for selling such assets and distributing the proceeds of sale, or conveying

such assets to a corporation or other legal entity organized or designed by the group,

or for conveying such assets to the group, as tenants in common."  (ER 167) 

The Distributees were simply those Indians who lived on, and used, the

rancheria at the time of the termination whether a member of the tribe or not. 

Before the termination plan could be implemented and the land could be

distributed, CRTA called for the government to give notice to all Indians of the 
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Rancheria who were recognized and designated as Indians under the 1916 Act.  The

only notice published was a minute publication in a local throw-away newspaper that

had no subscribers and a circulation of less than 250 persons.  The newspaper, the

Mountain Press” is located in an unincorporated area of Fresno county.

Said termination plan did not become effective until approved by a majority of

adult Indians who were eligible to participate in the distribution plan.  Although

records are scanty and Appellants were not permitted discovery, it appears the only

voters were the Respondents.  

The report of the Department of the Interior shows there were 12 twelve families

which included 55 persons living in the Table Mountain Rancheria in 1958.  On the

other hand, there are over 75 Appellants in this matter who resided in the Table

Mountain Rancheria in 1958 and many other residents have died and/or decided not

to participate in this action.  Appellants argue that there were hundreds of Indians

living on Table Mountain Rancheria in 1958 but the Department of the Interior chose

and selected twelve heads of households to vote in that election; they failed to notify

the others.

In addition, the government was required to do a survey of land on the

Rancheria. The government was also required to improve or construct all roads serving

the Rancheria, to install or rehabilitate the irrigation, sanitation, and domestic water

systems, and to exchange land held in trust for the Rancheria.. 
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 Any  Table Mountain Indian who received a portion of the assets was ineligible

to receive any more federal services rendered to him/her based on their status as

Indians.  Their status as United States citizens was not affected by this transfer.

All Table Mountain Indians who did not receive a portion of the assets [land]

continued to be eligible to receive federal services rendered to them based on their

status as Indians under the 1916 Act.  However, because the United States contended

that all of the Indians who were eligible to receive any of the assets, had been given

notice, and had participated in the distribution, none of the Table Mountain Indians

were considered eligible for any further federal services.  This left the bulk of the

Table Mountain Indians (Respondents) without any federal services.

Prior to the distribution plan, Defendant Salazar failed and/or refused to provide

the Indians who resided on and/or in the Rancheria with such accurate information,

advice and/or assistance as reasonably was required by the Fourteenth Amendment's

due process clause, i.e. failed and/or refused to give timely notice, failed to give

information that could be fully understood, failed to inform Appellants of the

obligations of the United States of America and failed to give them an opportunity for

a fair hearing.

 Very few of the Indians [mainly Respondents] were ever given actual, written

or constructive notice of CRTA and although all of the Indians were eligible, very few

voted on the termination plan because they had no knowledge of the plan .  Many of
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the Appellants were never told and had no knowledge of the Termination Plan until

they were evicted from their homes, ranches and farms and denied services by

Respondents Clarence Jones, Lester Burrough, E.B. Barnes, Lewis Barnes, William

Walker, Aaron Jones, Carolyn Walker and Twila Burrough.13  

There are [former] members of Tribe and other Table Mountain Indians who still

to this day have never received any notice of the termination and do not know their

status as an Indian was terminated in 1958 by CRTA and reinstated in 1984 by the

Watt Stipulation to Entry of Judgment.

Respondents took the homes, farms and ranches of many of the Appellants

without notice or a hearing and without just compensation in violation of the Fifth and

Fourteenth Amendments.

Those few {Respondents] who were given notice and who voted, were given

land offered  by the government.  The few Indians that were given land are the

Respondents.

Any land not conveyed to the above mentioned Respondents was to be

earmarked and  conveyed to an Association.  The Association was a legal entity

formed to receive the remaining parcels for the benefit of those Indians who did not

13   Respondents Clarence Jones, Lester Burrough, E.B. Barnes, Lewis Barnes,

William Walker, Aaron Jones, Carolyn Walker and Twila Burrough will be

hereinafter referred to as “Respondents.”  Defendant Salazar is not included in the

designation “Respondents.”
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receive any land or benefits under the 1958 distribution.   Any land or asset not

conveyed to an individual Indian, was to be held by the Association as tenants-in-

common by all of the Table Mountain Indians and to be administered by the

Association under the special fiduciary duty owed by the Association to the Indian

people who did not participate in the distribution/termination plan.   

During the period from the enactment of CRTA in 1958 until March 28, 1983,

the Secretary of the Interior failed to comply with his fiduciary duty to the Indians who

did not receive any land under CRTA and who should have continued to be recognized

as Indians after CRTA.  

On December 23, 1980, Respondents filed an action in the United States District

Court for the Northern District of California (Table Mountain Rancheria Association

v. Watt, C-80-4595-MHP (N.D.Cal. 1983))   That court was not the proper venue to

hear the matter.  The matter was filed in the Northern District so as to avoid any

publicity at Table Mountain where Appellants resided.  Respondents sought to conceal

the lawsuit from the local residents so they could accomplish a scheme to acquire the

Trust land for their purposes and use.   

On or about March 28, 1983,  the United States District Court for the Northern

District of California [the action entitled Table Mountain Rancheria Association et all

v. James Watt et al. Case No. C-80-4595 MHP) entered a Stipulated Entry of Judgment

which declared the 1958 distribution plan unconstitutional and re-instated Appellants
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[who had not participated in the 1958 distribution] as Indians under the laws of the

United States prior to the 1958 CRTA and whose benefits which they enjoyed prior

to 1958 were re-instated.  Many of the benefits restored by the Watt Stipulation are

property rights as defined under California Law.

The affected Indians consist of all persons named in the distribution plan of the

Table Mountain Rancheria as distributees of the assets of the Table Mountain

Rancheria, who, by reason of having participated in the distribution of the assets of the

Table Mountain Rancheria at any time have been considered by the United States

government or any governmental entity to have lost their status as Indians under the

laws of the United States of America.  The affected Indians also consist of all persons

not named in the distribution plan of the Table Mountain Rancheria as distributees of

the assets of the Table Mountain Rancheria, who, by reason of not having participated

in the distribution of the assets of the Table Mountain Rancheria at any time have been

considered by the United States government or any governmental entity to have lost

their status as Indians under the laws of the United States of America.  Affected

Indians also consist of all persons listed or otherwise considered to be dependent

members of the families of residents of the Table Mountain Rancheria who resided

there prior to 1958. 

 On or about March 28, 1983, the United States District Court for the Northern

District of California ordered the Secretary of the Interior to prepare and provide a list
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of federal services, benefits, and programs and the eligibility criteria which were

available to Indians because of their status as Indians between May 2, 1973 and June

25, 1975. 

The Secretary of the Interior failed to prepare and provide a list of said federal

services, benefits, and programs and the eligibility criteria to receive those services,

benefits and programs.  The Secretary of the Interior never provided any list of federal

services, benefits, programs and/or any eligibility criteria for receiving those federal

services, benefits, or programs. Many of the services, benefits and programs restored

by the Watt Stipulation are property rights as defined under California Law.

The essence of understanding one of the major complaints is understanding the

unlawful transaction that took place conveying the Trust land from the Association to

the United States in trust for the Band of Table Mountain Indians.  In the 1958, the

Table Mountain Rancheria Association was formed to accept all lands not claimed by

individuals Indians and to manage the water, sanitation and roads within Table

Mountain Rancheria.  It did so for almost twenty years.  

In 1980, the Table Moutain Rancheria Association, represented by eight

members, not all its members, and those eight members as individuals, sued the United

States concerning the 1958 distribution plan  and the United States' failure to

implement the 1958 distribution plan.   They sued in the Northern District not in the

Eastern District where each of them resided and where Table Mountain Rancheria was
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located.   These persons then entered into a stipulation with the government in

settlement of the case.  (see ER 45) The Stipulation contained a factually impossible

clause.  The Stipulation stated: “Within one year. . . plaintiff Band shall convey to the

United States all community-owned lands [Trust land] within the Table Mountain

Rancheria to which the United States issued fee title in connection with or as a result

of distribution of the assets of the Rancheria.(emphasis added)14 The The Stipulation

called for the Table Mountain Band of Indians to convey land which its did not have

title to and did not own.  The Trust land was owned in fee simple by the Association

not the Band.  Therefore Grant Deed dated August 25, 1984 is void and should have

not force or effect.       

On March 25, 1983, a Stipulation for Entry of Judgment was entered in the

“Watt” matter.  The Stipulation stated: “. . . Plaintiff Band shall convey to the United

States all Trust lands within Table Mountain Rancheria . . .” [emphasis added] This

Stipulation was an error because the “Band” [Tribe] did not hold fee simple title to the

land to be conveyed; the Association held the title in fee simple.  Any conveyance by

14  Although the Stipulation provided the conveyance of the Trust land should be

within one year, the Grant Deed was not executed within the specified one year. 

The Stipulation was signed on March 25, 1983 and filed on March 28, 1983.  The

Grant Deed was not executed until August 25, 1984, more than a year later and

was not filed until November 27, 1984, almost twenty months later.  Having not

been executed within the limitations period, the Grant Deed has no force or effect.  
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the “Plaintiff Band” was null and void not only because the time limitations had lapsed

but also because the Plaintiff Band did not hold title to the trust lands and could not

deed away land it is did own; the Association held and still should be holding title to

the trust lands.

 On or about August 25, 1984, Respondents acting as the “Plaintiff Band,”

unlawfully conveyed the Trust lands which the Association held in fee simple to the

United States of America.  It was too late; more then one year had passed.  The

Stipulation contained a one year limitation period and the Court lost jurisdiction over

this matter at the same time, one year after entry of judgment, March 28, 1984.   

 On September 12, 1984, Defendant Salazar accepted the Trust land which was

conveyed to the United States on August 24 1984.(see (ER 315)  The land was

accepted in trust for the Tribe but because the United States did not accept the Trust

land with the one year provided in the Stipulation, the acceptance is null and void.

The net result of these two unlawful transactions was that Respondents, 

transferred the Trust land from the Association to the Tribe at no cost to the Tribe.  The

Trust land was taken from Appellants without any notice and without an opportunity

to be heard.  Appellants' interest in the Trust land was taken by the United States of

American and literally given to the Tribe for commercial purposes.  The only reason 

for this unlawful transfer was to build a casino. [An Indian casino can only be built on
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land owned by the United States of America and held in trust for an Indian tribe.] 

When the Trust land was held by the Association, it was not eligible for a casino

operation because the Association is not an Indian entity.] 

 The Watt Stipulation for Entry of Judgment provided that any land transferred

to an Indian as a result of the distribution in 1958 (CRTA), would continue to be

owned by that individual.  On the other hand, the Trust land which was conveyed to

the Association in 1958, was  conveyed to the United States to be held in trust for the

Tribe.   This land is described specifically in the Watt Stipulation for Entry of

Judgment and during the past twenty-seven years, that land has increased in  value and

has produced great revenues and income.  None of the revenues or income has been

distributed to the Association or the Appellants, their heirs, assigns, executors,

administrators, or successors.  These revenues and income are attached as a property

right, directly to trust land.

For twenty-eight years, Appellants, their heirs, assigns, executors, administrators

and successors, has expended great sums of their own funds to gain access to services,

benefits and programs which the Secretary failed to provide to them.   In many cases,

because of the lack of funds, many Appellants were deprived of an education, adequate

housing, prompt and adequate medical services, and water, irrigation and sanitation

service in addition to other services required under the law. 
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 Appellants were and are still being deprived of the federal services, benefits,

and programs including but not limited to education, medical care and services,

vocational training and services, housing services, repatriation of “remains,”

observations of rituals and income from the land.  

Because the Secretary of the Interior failed to comply with the Court’s order, the

repatriation of remains never took place and Appellants were deprived of observation

of their rituals.

Respondents  were appointed representatives of Appellants in the “Watt

Stipulation to Entry of Judgment” but failed to represent the Appellants as required.

 As court appointed representative of the class [of which Appellants are

members] Respondents  had and still have a fiduciary relationship and a fiduciary duty

to provide an accounting for all revenues from the Trust and distribute any income

from that land to the Appellants, their heirs, assigns, executors, administrators and

successors.

VI.

ARGUMENT

A.

STANDARD OF REVIEW
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“This court reviews a grant of Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss and a Motion for

Summary Judgment de novo.” Jesinger v. Nevada Fed. Credit Union, 24 F.3d 1127,

1130 (9th Cir. 1994). 

B.

STANDARD FOR GRANTING A RULE 12(B)(6) MOTION TO DISMISS

While a well-pleaded complaint may proceed even if we conclude that "actual

proof of those facts [alleged] is improbable, and that a recovery is very remote and

unlikely," Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 556 (2007)), a complaint "is

properly dismissed if it fails to plead enough facts to state a claim to relief that is

plausible on its face." Id. at 570   Although they are routinely filed by Respondents as

a matter of course, “Rule 12(b)(6) motions are viewed with disfavor.”  Broam v.

Bogan, 320 F.3d 1023, 1028 (9th Cir. 2003) citing Gilligan v. Jamco Dev. Corp., 108

F.3d 246, 249 (9th Cir. 1997) 

“In reversing the district court's dismissal we also recognize that

McGary's claim raises some novel issues within this circuit with regard to the

extent of a public agency's obligation to accommodate an individual's

disabilities in its enforcement of municipal codes. However, the fact that

McGary's claim does not fall within the four corners of our prior case law does

not justify dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6). On the contrary . . . Rule 12(b)(6)

dismissals `are especially disfavored in cases where the complaint sets forth

a novel legal theory that can best be assessed after factual development.’

(Citation omitted).  As we have previously observed, `[t]he court should be

especially reluctant to dismiss on the basis of the pleadings when the asserted

theory of liability is novel or extreme, since it is important that new legal

theories be explored and assayed in the light of actual facts rather than a

pleader's suppositions.'". . .The merits of McGary's novel legal arguments can
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only be assessed after the parties have had an opportunity to develop the facts

in this case.”  McGary v. City of Portland, 386 F.3d 1259, 1270 (9th Cir.

2004)

“Dismissal without leave to amend is proper only in ̀ extraordinary’ cases.”

United States v. City of Redwood, 640 F.2d 963, 966 (9th Cir. 1981)) “All

allegations of material fact are taken as true and construed in the light most

favorable to the nonmoving party.” Guerro v. Gates, 357 F.3d 911, 916 (9th Cir.

2004); Desaigoudar v. Meyercord, 223 F.3d 1020, 1021 (9th Cir. 2000)

Both the original Complaint and the Amended Complaint  asserted theories

of liability that were both novel and/or extreme.  Appellants should be permitted

to explore and assay these new legal theories in the light of actual facts rather than

a pleader's suppositions.  Unless the Appellant can prove no set of facts in support

of the claim that would entitle it to relief, the motion should be denied or leave to

amend should be granted.

The facts that must be taken as true are: ) Appellants are Distributees within

the meaning of the Rancheria Act and the Watts Stipulation, 2) the eight

individual Respondents are also Distributees within the meaning of the Rancheria

Act and the Watts Stipulation, 3) individual Respondents were appointed to be

representative of Appellants in the Watts Stipulation, 4) the Rancheria Act and the

Watt Stipulation placed certain duties and responsibilities on both the individual

Respondents and on the Secretary which were never performed, 5) the individual
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Respondents, with the contrivance of the Secretary, controlled, developed and

used the land and water systems for their own personal benefit and not the benefit

of Appellants, 6) the Secretary failed to prepare and provide a list of said federal

services, benefits, and programs and the eligibility criteria to receive those

service, benefits and programs.  From these established facts plus additional facts

which can be ascertained during discovery, this new legal theory should be

permitted to be explored and the action proceed.

C.

APPELLANTS WERE N OT GIVEN ADEQUATE NOTICE.

At the end of the hearing on April 4, 2012, Appellants argued that

Appellants were not given notice of the 1958 Termination Plan and/or the 1983

Stipulation  and most were not aware of the Act.  The District Court then inquired

of Salazar [United States] as to whether it had any evidence to show that notice

was given.  Salazar responded by offering a copy of a notice published in the

“Mountain News.”  The Mountain News is a “throw away” newspaper that was

published once a week, had no paid subscribers and a circulation of less than 250

in 1958.  The newspaper is published in Prather, California. In 1983, Prather was

an unincorporated community of a gas station, food market and several homes. 

The population in the surrounding 5 miles was less that two hundred fifty persons. 
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It was not part of the Table Mountain Rancheria and was not located on the Trust

Land where the Appellants resided.  

Respondent Salazar argued that by publishing a notice in the Mountain

News, the notice requirement was fulfilled.  There was no notice in the Fresno

Bee or any other local newspaper that had paid subscribers.   Appellants argue

that the notice in the Mountain News was not adequate.  The purpose of

publishing notices is to inform the public of important events and transactions. 

To publish a notice is an out-of-the-way throw-away newspapers should not be

considered adequate legal notice. 

Lastly, the notice was not timely.  The litigation was filed in 1980 and

continued until a stipulation was agreed upon in March 1983.  The notice was

published beginning in April 1983 (ER 565) after the Stipulation was executed

and filed.  There was no notice to anyone while the litigation was pending and a

careful examination of the contents of the notice shows it is not legible to the

everyday lay person.  

D.

THERE IS NO STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 

ON APPELLANTS' CLAIMS

The District Court held that the statue of limitations barred Appellants'

claims.  The Court admonished Appellants for not alleging facts sufficient :to
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avoid the obvious statute of limitations problems presented by Appellants'

claims.” (ER 579:1-3) Appellants argued a continuing violation existed.  but there

was no need to make that argument at all because the Supreme Court has stated

very clearly that no federal statute of limitations exists with respect to Indian

property-rights claims: "There is no federal statute of limitations governing

federal common-law actions by Indians to enforce property rights." County of

Oneida v. Oneida Indian Nation, 470 U.S. 226, 240 (1985)  

In Washoe Tribe of Nevada v. Southwest Gas Corporation (D.Nev

2000)(Case No.  CV-N-99-153 ECR (VPC)).  Judge Reed's analysis and holding

set forth the reasons that there is no statute of limitations where an Indian and/or

an Indian tribe is suing for property rights against the government or a private

entity.. 

In the case at bar, Appellants are attempting to enforce certain property

rights.  It is clear throughout the Second Amended Complaint that Appellants are

alleging a deprivation of their rights in property as well as other rights

appurtenant to vested property rights bestowed upon them by Congress.   It is

clear that there is no applicable statute of limitations where an Indian is seeking

to enforce rights associated with property.

E

A VIOLATION OF A COURT ORDER 
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IMPLICATES THE CONSTITUTION

Pursuant to Article III, Sec.  2 “The judicial Power shall extend to all cases,

in Law and Equity, arising under the Constitution, the Laws of the United States

and Treaties made, or which shall be made, under their Authority . . . to

Controversies to which the United States shall be a party. . .”  

An Order of a United States District Court and/or a Stipulated Judgment

filed and entered in the District Court which involves the laws of the United

States gives jurisdiction to the District Court.  In the matter of Table Mountain

Rancheria Association et all v. James Watt et al. Case No. C-80-4595 MHP; the

Appellants were challenging the constitutionality of a United States statute, thus

placing the matter within the jurisdiction of the District Court.  Watt supra

implicated both the laws of the United States and the Constitution.  

In the instant matter, the Watt Stipulated Judgment is, in reality, a Treaty

between the Watt Appellants and the United States government and jurisdiction

to challenge that Treaty, i.e. enforcement, validity etc.  lies in the District  Court. 

Jurisdiction lies in the District Court also because the United States, i.e. the

Secretary of the Interior in his official capacity is a party.   

F.

RESPONDENTS BREACHED THEIR FIDUCIARY

 DUTY TO APPELLANTS
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As to the causes of action alleging a breach of fiduciary duty.  the District

Court did not directly address the issue.  Instead the District Court held the claims

were barred by the applicable statute of limitations.  The allegations were that

Respondents breached their fiduciary duty by conveying real property unlawfully

and Appellants were asserting their rights in that property.  Therefore there is no

limitations period that is applicable.  (see Oneida supra and Judge Reed's Minute

Order). 

The District Court did not address the issue of whether Salazar and/or the

Individual Respondents had a fiduciary duty to Appellants.  Because the statute

of limitations issue has been resolved, this matter should be remanded to

determine whether Salazar and/or the individual Respondents have a fiduciary

duty to Appellants.

///

///

///

VII.

CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, Appellant prays this Court reverse the judgment

of the District Court and remand for further proceedings. 
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Dated:   April 30, 2012                 /s/                          

Richard Hamlish

Attorney for Appellant
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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES

This case is not related to any other case.

Dated: April 30, 2012 _______________/s/_____________________

RICHARD HAMLISH            
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